
Main Challenges
Application and infrastructure authorization privileges are a complex network of permissions and entitlements 
that are frequently established on a tactical as-needed basis by IT administrators, application and 
infrastructure service owners and subject matter experts within individual business functions. This network 
creates administrative burdens, security risks and auditing challenges that are impossible to address with 
existing tools.

Authomize Solution
Authomize provides unparalleled insight into the fine-grained authorization privileges currently assigned 
to individuals, teams and functional departments. Using our proprietary prescriptive analytics engine, 
Authomize learns the correlation between permissions, identities, and usage to deliver data-backed intelligent 
suggestions and identify the root cause of access and permissions issues. Teams can make informed 
authorization decisions based on the intelligence provided or automate the authorization management 
lifecycle process, minimizing IT strain and optimizing security posture.

See and Understand Everything

THE FIRST

Automated Authorization 
Management Solution 
Authomize enables organizations to automatically manage and secure authorizations 
across your on-premises and cloud-based IT environments.
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Enforce guardrails to service 
accounts using advanced activity 
and permissions policies using our 
IAM guardrails™

Automate permission requests, 
certification, and Joiner-
Mover-Leaver process using our 
prescriptive recommendations

Assess and monitor your 
compliance readiness based on 
industry benchmarks; generate  
any audit report in minutes

Right-size all your organization’s 
permissions based on our 
SmartGroups role engineering

Convert your policies (incl. SoD) to 
actual guardrails on authorizations 
and activities using our IAM guardrails

Reduce time in SOC investigation 
and threat hunting by getting 
immediate answers on normal 
behavior using our advanced IAM 
natural language queries

How We’re Different 

Use Cases

Continuously right-sizing policies 
Automatically right size and monitor 
permissions to improve productivity & 
risk posture.

Granular end-to-end visibility
Gain complete and unparalleled visibility 
into resources and their effective 
authorization levels.

Enforce policies and guardrails 
Enforce preventive guardrails and custom 
policies on any resources across any 
environment.

Prescriptive recommendations 
Our unique AI engine provides contextual, 
explainable, and prescriptive suggestions for 
teams to take informed actions.
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Reduce approx 80% of permission 
group entitlements.
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Deployment
Authomize is offered as a SaaS. The solution is integrated into numerous applications via out-of-the-box 
connectors, including O365, Gsuite, GCP, AWS, Azure, Salesforce, GitHub, and Okta, as well as multiple leading ITSM 
systems. Authomize also offers an open connector framework that supports both on-premises and cloud-based 
applications/systems. Authomize supports both pull and push methods to integrate with 3rd party applications 
using connectors.

http://www.Authomize.com

